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In recent years there has been growing support for the idea that

educational opportunity\7ust be available to people throughout their

lives. Many suggestions have beeq put forward for removing the financial

barriers tlk widespread participation in life-long learning. Prominadt

among these auggestions.have been various proposals for grants or entitle-

ments to individuals to be used at any time to pay for educational
.

services.

This paper .presents one entitlement approach. It is based upon consider-

able discussion of alternative approaches. The presentation is is the

form of an outline and analysis of a possible bill that might be developed

/.
to implement the idea. At this time no bill has been drawn. This paper is

intended to stimulate further discussion of the idea.. Reactions to the

paper will help determine whether the time has come to put the idea forward

for legislative consideration.

44.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE BILL
"THE ADULT LIFE-LONG LEARNING ACT"

The bill provides financial assistance to/all/selected groups,

of/adults to assist them in undertaking learning activities at

any time in their lives and it provides for needed support arrange.

ments to help adults use their learning benefit most effectively.

The bill* recognizes the growing importance of life-long learning

to the future viability of American sooiety and marks a major commitment

of the American people'to the goal of equity of access to learning

opportunities for all Americans.

The main provisions of the bill are:

1. Every adult American (25)* and older would receive an annual

Educationintitlement (EE) which in the first year of the program

would be worth ($200.00).

2. The EE could be used for anr ofa broad range of educational

activities including counseling, tuitioN,purchase of educational

materials, support while studying, contributions to educational and

cultural agencies, and other ottivities specified in the bill.

3. Unused EE would remain available throughOu the individuani

life and would earn Interest sea rate specified in t e bill.

4. At any time prior to age (65) that an individual had used all

of his BE he could draw upon his future ER. The amount he could draw

-wodld be found by multiplying the current year'a/IEE. The amount he

could draw would be found bymultiplying the cyErrent year's EE by the

difference between his present age and (65).

*Numbers placed in,parentheses indicate that they are_subject to change.
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AN ANALYSIS OF A POSSIBLE BILL:
"THE ADULT LIFELONG LEARNING ACT"

NOTE: This ie a revision of pages 2 -4- of the paper "Financing Lifelong
Learning: An Approach to an Age-Neutral Educational Entitlement",
February 5, 1975. The discussion in that paper is only slightly
affected by these reSisions.

The bily* provides financial assistance to adults to assist
them in and taking learning activities at any time in their lives
and it prov des fpr needed support arrangements to help adults use
their lear ing bepefits most effectively.

The ill recognizes the growing importance of lifelong learning
to the f ture viability of American society and marks a major commit-
ment of he American people to the goal of equity of access to learning
opoortu ittes for 011 Americans.

e main provisions of he bill are:

. Every adult AmeriCan would receive an annual Educational
Enti lenient (EE) which in the first year of the program would be
wor ($200.00)**.

2. The EE will begin (3) years after last enrollment as a
A r gular high school or college student.

3. The EE could be used for any of a broad-range of educational
activities including counseling, tuition, purchase of educational
materials, support while studying, contributions to educational and
cultural agencies, and other activities specified in the bill.

4. .Unused'EE would remain available throughout the individualta
life and would earn interest at 14 rate specified in the-bill.-

5. When an individual has used all of his,EE, he can draw upon
ti

his future EE for some period (5-10 years).

6. The Congress shall annually appropriate funds or: provide

a special tax to piy for the EE.

4
*Note that no bill has yet'been drawn,
**Number., placed in parenthermoindicate that they are subject to
MmHg.:
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7. The states will determine which_Jmrganizatilmasall'be
eligible to receive EE funds under guidelines to be seIt by the
Secretary of HEW. The states will similarly have responsibility
for monitoring the performance of providers.

8. EE will be treated as taxable income in the year used.

9. Funds are authorised to enable each State to establish
a system of information and counseling services to insure that
persons wishing to use their EE know what educational alternatives
are available to them and to insure that they have help, if needed,
in planning their education. Included are provisions to insure
maximum utilization of existing services.
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5. Persons over (65) would continue to receive annual EE but

would not have drawing rights.

6. The EE will be.managed by a public corporation established,

for the purpose, with structure and duties prescribed in the bill.

7. The Congress shall/annually appropriate funds/ or: provide

a special tax/ to meet the claims against the corporation_and for

operating expenses. The corporation shall have the, power to issue

bonds, adjust the interest rate on the EE, and do such other things as /

may be required.

8, Eachindividual will have an EE account with the corporation

and will draw against it by writing checks to eligikle,pxoviders of

EE services.

9. The states ',will determine which organizations shall be

eligible to receive EE fundsOhdir guidelines to be set by the

Secretary of HEW. The/states will similarly have responsibility for

monitiOng the performance of providers.
00

10. EE will be treatedti-taxable income in the year used.

11. An individual who prior to age (25) shall have had any educational

benefits paid for directly or indirectly by public funds, shall have the

age at which the EE begins increased by one year for each Year in which
0,

his public support exceeded the EE in the year in which he became (25),
4

except that support to complete high school or its equivalent will not

be counted.

An alternative would be. to have the EE begin (5) years after last

enrollment as a regular high school or college student.
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'12. Funds are authorized to enable each State to- establish

a system of information and counseling se vices to insure that

persons wishing to use their EE know-iifiat educational alternatives

are available to them and-to insure that they have help, if needed,

in. planning their education. Included are provisions to insure

maximum utilization of existing services.

Reasons for the Bill

In the kind of world adults will be living from now on, no one

can ever consider his learning needs fully satisfied. To live well, even

to live at all, will in the future require that all of us have access

to learning opportunities that will help us tope with a rapidly changing

world. We wItt-teed to learn the requirements of new jobs and even new

careers several times during our lives-. We will need to learn to cope

with changes in the political, social and economic systems in which we

live. We will need Ira-learn to adjust to new technologies that will

impinge on our lives as forcefully as television has in the recent past.

We will need to be able to contribute to the solution of critical societal

problems that will require a level of public understanding that, hopefully,

educatiOn-can provide. Because we will live longer and have more periods

throughout our lives in which we will not need to work, we will need

activities_ that can enrich and enhance. those hours and years.,

7
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Even without-new public` -programs_to,eupport adult learning, thousands

of adults are,currently respondingto the needs indicated above. Adult
/

participation in ediational activities has bev_going up at an accelarating

rate. Enrollment of part-time studenta in four-year colleges and

universities prose 7.8 per cent this year to nearly 2 million whilefull-

time enrollments increased 14.9 per cent. The average age of studedtsat
P

community college is now 27. A 1972 survey indicated that l.5/million

persons 35 and older were enrolled full time in a school oircollege.

Somewhat over half were in college. In New York State, if demographic

are followed, part-time undergraduate enrollments are likely to

grow form 215,600 in 1973 to 249,400 in 1980, and to 260,000 in 1990.'

If institutions are able to initiate programs designed to meet the specific

needs of adults, the growth.is likely to be even greater. Part-time

undergraduate enrollments could increaseto as much as 300,00 by 1980 and

341,000 by 1990. (New York State Board of Regents, 1974 Progress 1Tort-m---7-

Post-Secondary Education

Business and labor are .reflecting their interest in increased

//
opportunity by providing ed optional benefits in employee contracts. Growth

in the use of libraries, in e sales of "serious" books and periodicals,

and in the support for educati nally oriented television are further signs

of adult interest in learning.

If there is so much adult pa ticipation already, why should there be

any further public subsidy of adul learning? There are four basic reasons:

1. The first reason is a matte of equity. While there art large

number of adults engaged in learning activities, there are ample indica-,

ti ns that there are millions more who would like to do so but cannot, in

part, at least, because of the cost involved. e RE would bea major

contrib tion in reducing the cost barrier.
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2;-- Another equity factor stems frOMith-eIldocumened feat

that those who now particiPate tend to be thote.who already in their

earlier years have had more educa t on. More education,3articularly

success in education, tends to enerate a desire for more education. ,

.
,

Thus, if nothing is done the inequities resulting from the differences

in the extent of earlier educe ion will be,Perpetuated throuetout life.

The-EE can go a long way to exp ssing to all adults thesvalue and

importance that our society accpiis to life-long learning.

Even with-funds available, those with the leasteducation are likely

4to take leaSt.adliantage of t ir:EE. If this proves to be the Case, ft
,

1e

May be necess-ry to provide aldditional incentives either to them directly

or to institutions that might thereby make a special effort to reach

them.

3. The'third reason for the EE relates to the demography of oy'r

society. In the next 25 years the numbers of persons over 20 is going
--

to go up drametically, from 127.7 million in 1970 to nearly 190 miltieln

in the year 2000. Furthejmore, because of the emphasis on education in

the fifties apd sixties, this is going to be the best educated adult

population in the history of the world, For reasons indicated above, it

is gOing to want mote education and it'is going to have the votes to get

what it ants. The issue, therefore, is goidg to be, not whether there

shoul' be Subsidies for adult education, but how such subsidies should be

pr vided. The two basic alternatives are providing funds to institutions

too develop programs for a lts, as is now done for high school equivalency

and manpower training pr/grams, or providingfunds directly to individuals,

eb

Is is' now done-for vet rens. The

for the following reasons:

is of the latter type and is proposed

1'
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\ 'A key characteristic ofthe'adultletrnerYis thit.he cam. make -,
a 0

,

dec
i

ision making:rdle; giving e furids;to the i idual

his own'decisions. Flowipg funds. to stitutions minimizes'the.
,

-adult
/ °

'maximizes that role.. /The basic as iimptiOn underlying the EE plan
/ 1 :

0 ,.

', -is that the overalVeducational, results will be better for individuals
, 1

o

,andsfor society if adults have a key decision-making role in determining-

whtt theycwill'learn,ffiemLa0d under what conditiOCi. /the-adult who

feelsz he is,ir control because he controls"the money it-likely t0 get

were out of any'educational activity than the adult:Whola doing Omething,

that someo,neelse dicided would be desirable for him.
I,

What the EE does is give full reCognItion'to the mqturity,of
. . /

/'
the adult learner and to the, diieriity of needs of adults.

This is.spt to say. that the ,EE will do away, with the need

for all institutional grants. To the contrary, it allaws_foia
.

mix of decision making. roles. Governments!All

still have tp decide whether there, are social ceeds that win be

°

left unmet if individuals snake all the decisions. If it is de ided

that there are needs to be met, government cat.fund'the develo nt of

.

the desired Program,but leive the operating Costs to be drawn wholly

.

or pattiaily from the fees, of particip paid *by EE or their, own

resources. 'Mpg will provide 41.1 eck on Whether the program As

addressiitself to the A Eds of the learners as well ti of society.
, .

,
No educational provna, no 'tatter how worthy, its goals, will Rave- any

. .

real - succeed g it does:not also Appeal to the interests and ne--- ed;
'

'of the individuale-who are expectIO to learn in the ,propa*m.

6

' T
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4. A fourth reason for publiciupport for adult learning. .

or,'

is_ to adjust public financing policy for education to the changing

realities of our world. Up to now publicnducational finance policy

has been, quite properly, oriented toyonth: Now, however, as education '

throughout life becomes a matter of public interest, this policy orienta-

tion should be shifted. There will always be powerful reasons for

individuals to take most of their education early, in life and this '-'

will continue to be reflected in the public flaunting of.elemeitary and

sec aryeducation.: Butes individuals move into adulthood, there Li

no longer any reason for public policy to bias the decision as to when

an adult will take his publicly subsidizeeducation. At the present

time we c say to individuals: "If you want public help with your
0 ,

education as, an adult you must take it bat4denthe ages of 18-and 22 and-.

be a full-time student, primarily in a college or usivr ity." For

many individuals`' are not the beat years for education. SoMe,

therefore, forego their entitlement while others bowie reluctant

_students who might be better off7dOing something else. What the Et

plan says is: "if you 'decide to forego a

entitlement to education when you are young

your entitlement at any later point in

as an adult 41111argely deterred ." This Atep will move public flOineing

or eon of your public,

, you stillmayniceidiso
,

der conditions that you

policy toward it position,of "age neutrility" for adults.

/
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Provision15y Provision Analysis ,

1. ;Every -adult American (25) //and older would receive an annual
Educational Entitlement #E) Which in the-first year of _the program
would be 'worth ($200). . n . .

A . ,
g C

.

Age 25 has been selected as the:starting'point for the EE to put

the emphasis.clearly on.education.beyond the college years. The EE
o

could begin as early as 22 Withodt affecting the principle but it

could affect the Cost. Moving the starting age to 16 or18 would result

e

in overlapping this approach with existing college udent aid prOgramS.

This may be desirable direction to go, partic rly if other efforts

to resolve the current problems with studint aict.ere not successful.
-/.

0° Still another alternative, would be to have'the'EE begin.'a

-1 i as -_a regular

8141 < xelat

some proble

certain nuqhef of years (5) after last enr

school or college student. This'

previous education though ther

time studint wh

The $29

this

costs are subs 11,z

initial EE is based on a calculation th j ndicates,t6t-

//
d result in a level of educational,expendities O.;./er'the

li times .of the individuals involved that would meet 'individual

proportion of the Gross N4tional,41 .needs and be'reaionablytelated to the

7 Product that our societyis likely to want to coOmit,to lifelong

learning.

_2-----'--

,

/
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2. The EE could be used for any of a broad range of educational activities
including counseling, tuition, purchase of educational materials, support during

contributions to educational and cultural agencies, and other activities
specified in ne bill.

Use of EE for counseling is a key provision. Availability of good

counseltni should help individuals make decisions about the best use of the

EE.

A porticiil of \EE may be used by an individual to make contributions to

,non - profit educational cultural agencies such as ichools, colleges, libraries,

museums, performing arts groups or public television and radio stations. This

arrangement broadens the use of the EE and gives every individual a chance to

'have a role in determining which institutions are supported.

The wide range of options i e that nearly every individual will find

some 4se for his EBeA.hii is in sharp con ct with current educational

entitlements, such ai'free or low.-tuition in public colleges, which are lost

by Most people:

3. Unused EE would remain available throughout the ind ual's life and
would earn interest at a Ate specified in the bill.

Lifetime availability further helps insure that every individual will

find 'an appropriate use for his EE. The interest that. the EE would earn
mris

would he set,by the EE Corporation, taking into account two factors: (1)

The current interest rates earned by government securities and (2) The rate

at which people were using their EE in relation to the availability of education

services. If people were over-taxing resources and thus causing price

inflation, the interest would be raised to encourage more people to defer use
r

-of their EE. If the reverse were happening, the interest rate would be

lowered. Thus, a responsibility of theiporpNration would be to maintain a
o

balance between educational supply and demand.,



4. At any time ,rior to age (65) that an individual had used all
of his EE he could draw upon his futureEE. The amount he could draw
would be found by multiplying the current year's EE by the difference
between his present age and (65).

This arrangement would allow individuals to use their EE at the

times during their lives most appropriate to meeting their needs.

Future EJ. would always be just capable of retiring debts arising from

the exercise of drawing rights. If future EE are larger than projected,

an individual could p4 back his debt faster and have his rights restored

earlier. if a person dies before age 65, with a debt, it would be

cancelled. For this reason persons over &5 would not have drawing rights.

(Provision 5)

6. The EE will be managed by a public corporation'establiihed for
the nurposewith structure and duties prescribed in the bill.

:A program of this magnitude should hive,its own management. If

would be expected to draw heavily on the experience of such other

large-scale prograis as Social Security and the Internal Revenue Service.

7. The Congress shall/annually appropriate funds/ or: provide
a special tax/ to meet the claim against the corporation and for
operating expenses. The corporation shall have,the power to issue
bonds, adjust the interest rate on the'EE, And do such other things as
may be required.

, .

,

The amount and manner of funding the EE is, of course, one of the

crucial issuea. Assuming that 15smillion individuals each year

.

.

would use -EE tiFireaverage/of $500 each, there-would be an annual
J

expenditure of $7.5 billion. Offsetting this would be funds saved

in programs displaced by the EE as well as increase tax revenues resulting

from the tax treatment of EE. The entire matter of leVels of benefits,

costs of the program, and'methods of financing needs careful study.

A

-4
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Whether to fund EE from general revenues on an annual beats or

by levying a special tax for the pimpose and creating a trust fund

is a debatable matter. Study of the advantages and disidvantages of

each approath should help decide the matter.

8. Each individual will have. an HE account with the corporation

and will draw against it by writing checks.to eligible providers of
EE services.

This appears to be the simplest possible way to operate the

program. It involves instruments .(checks) that are familiar to most

Americans and it uses the existing ;heck clearing:system whose

proceduelihre fully developed and costs per item modest.. It,follows

the IRS principle of post-audit. That is, individuals and institutions

would not need prior approval of EH expenditures. Accounts would be

subject to periodic audits and expenditures found to be impropirwould..

be disallowed and recovery made. Just as With IRS, thire would need

to be advisory services to helpiindivi4uals determine whether any

particular expenditure-is allowable. -

There are, of course, many administrative arrangetents that will

need to be worked out in order to create a viable program.-

4-
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9. The states will determine which organizations shall be eligible
to receive EE funds under guidelines to be set by the Secretary of HEW.
The states will similarly have responsibility for monitoring the
performance of providers.

The approval and monitoring functions will be among the most

crucial ones left to the states. Much of the success of the -BE will

depend on the care with which the States exercise these functions.

Prompt and vigorous investigation of complaints will be imperatives

wel2las the imposition of appropriate sanctions on institutions found

to be in violation of the law or the regulations of the EE program.

10. EE will be treated as taxable income in the year used.

Whether this is a desirable provision requires further study. It

would presumably help to equalize the'impact of the program. :Persons

with little or no taxable income could use all of their entitlement

for edUcational purposes. As income increases, indi4iduais will have

to cover increasing proportions of their educational expenditures from

their own resources. Whether or,not a particular use of,EE were tax

deductible, would be determined by prevailing IRS rules, thus putting

the EE within the framework of existing arrangements.

11. An individual uto, prior to age (25) shall'have had any educational
benefits paid for direcetyor indirectly by public funds, shall have the
age at which the EE begins increased by one year for each year in which
his public support exceeded the EE in the year in Wtlich he.became 25.
except that support to complete high school or its equivalent will
nor' be counted.

This provision deals'with the problemof equity that Would arise

if no recognition were taken of the fact that many individuals will already

have had considerable public subsidy of their education prior to age 25

1

while others will have had little or none. To adjust the pint 25

entitlement by the actual amount of pre-25 subsidy would create nearly

ulinsurmountable administrative pfoblems, a would exclude too many people

AOS
too long from participation.
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adjustMent by years of subsidy seet5s to be a reasonable compromiad.

Of course, if the ":E were to begin earlier and i elude, college /aid, this

adjustment would be unnecessary.

A7 simpler approach to the same problem is the alternative of beginning

the EE five years after last enrollment as a regular high schl 1 or college

student.

12. Funds are authorized to enable each state to estabj
of information and Counseling:services to insure that person
their ES know what educational alternatives are available t
ti-at.they have help, if needed; in planning their education
provisions to insure maximum utilization of existing servic

A key lector in the success of the EE progrqm will be

ish a system,

wishing to use
them and to insure
Include&die

het availabilitj

to each individual of current, accurate information onwhat educational

opportunities are available to him in his community or els here. Closely

related to the need for information is the counseling services that can help

an individual identify his specific learning needs and det rmine where they

can best be met. The counselor should also help individua s get the services

they need and even, where circumstances warrant, serve as an advocate for the

student.

ol

Since there ara various counseling services in many &ommunities, the bill

addressgs ways to build upon ahead); existing resources.

rt


